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A new way to attract
top talent
Job.com is the first hiring solution that turns
recruitment fees into rewards.
Combining traditional agency services with the power of cutting
edge technology to enable huge cost savings and efficiencies.
Reducing hiring costs
Reducing time to hire
We take care of all candidate attraction
Unique 5% Signing Reward for every candidate

No up-front costs,
and you only pay
a 7% fee when
you hire.

Strengthening your employer brand
Job.com offer a unique 5% Signing Reward for every
candidate who is successfully hired. After 90 days in your
new job, get the equivalent to 5% of your first year’s
annual salary on a Job.com Visa® Prepaid Reward Card.
Cards are issued by MetaBank®, Member FDIC, pursuant to a license from Visa U.S.A. Inc.
This card can be used everywhere Visa debit cards are accepted. No Cash or ATM Access.
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Driven by Technology
Job.com is evolving the traditional recruitment
model using AI matching technology, smart
contracts on the blockchain, enhanced feedback
and financial rewards.

Pairing the
best candidates,
with the best
opportunities

Better Value

Better Quality

Speed to Hire
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Make the switch today
Our pricing means you only pay when you hire
A simple easy to use platform with a fixed 7% price.
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Talent Attraction

$0

Post your job - no upfront costs
We assign you a Job.com Account Manager
We attract and match you to candidates
Shortlist your preferred applicants
Unlock contact details & conduct interviews
Agree offer and start date
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Your new hire starts

7%

Pay 7% of candidate’s salary on first day of hire
90 Day Guarantee Period begins
If the candidate fails to pass the 90 Day Guarantee Period, Job.com
will refund 5% of the fee back to the hirer
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